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Descriptive Summary

Title: Scrapbook of British Catholic Martyrs, undated
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 221
Extent: 0.01 cubic ft. (1 folder)
Abstract: Contains one scrapbook of cards with illustrations and biographical sketches of sixty-four Catholics executed in Britain from 1535-1681.
Language: Materials entirely in English.

Administrative Information

Restrictions on Access
Unrestricted access.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
All requests subject to limitations noted in departmental policies on reproduction.

Citation
[after identification of item(s)], Scrapbook of British Catholic Martyrs, Archives and Manuscript Dept., Pitts Theology Library, Emory University.

Processing
Processed by Anne Graham, 2002.

Collection Description

Scope and Content Note
This scrapbook consists of thirty-two pages of cards with illustrations and biographical sketches of sixty-four Catholics executed in Britain from 1535-1681. The cards are composed of clippings from published sources mounted on heavy paper. The scrapbook also contains an item entitled, “Portraits of English Martyrs.” It describes a collection of ten portraits held by the Teresian Nuns of Lanherne, Cornwall. The collection was donated to the nuns in 1681 by Mary Gifford, who was know as “Sister Mary of the Martyrs.” They were painted by Gifford’s father during his incarceration with the subjects.

Emory Libraries provides copies of its finding aids for use only in research and private study. Copies supplied may not be copied for others or otherwise distributed without prior consent of the holding repository.
There is no information regarding who created the scrapbook or when it was compiled.
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